In the name of experimental reasoning, the power of imagination and the heuristic merits of the artistic process are often anathema. Now 
effectual forms of experience based on a temporal rythmicity rather distinct from that which the administrated organization of global society imprints on existence. Moreover, the study of these effectual forms, by composing crystallizations that signify sociality, sketch the subjective reliefs of a space combining habit and risk, a proximity with both elsewhere and with otherness.
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Yet, in far as knowledge is a symbolic system, a way of ordering reality in its complexity, it also appears to be an effect of representation, which aims at restoring to consciousness a less enigmatic universe. The scientific adventure has never departed from a position in conformity with the fundamental uncertainty which animates its development, because it has to understand and/or explain phenomena that lack of evidence the "truths" that science offers cannot pretend to perfection, they do not have the steadfastness and strength of beliefs. They remain conditional, imprisoned within the point of view from which they spring. The distinctions between science and a religion which longs for the immutable, or with an ideology that purports to offer a total interpretation of reality, thus derive from their mutual pretenses as well as from the existential experience which underlies them.
From Karl Popper to Edgar Morin, scientific discovery depends upon an intangible principle of refutation, for the very reason Localities, Vol. 4 that a fact which is observed, is primarily an event; it remains empirical and leaves therefore no place for the absolute 1 . The researcher's activity has something in common with voyeurism, his gaze at the object of his studies proceeds from a point of view a framework, an optical field, with all the implications hinted by those terms and that attitude, we will later return to that point.
If framing the phenomenon allows its selection within a space, if it localizes a fact, it also condenses space within the observed reality. The image which results from this operation is a visual angle; thus although the phenomenon considered can exist independently of us or a witness, its objective situation remains bound up with our relation to it.
The face of things and their features alter with the angle of view, as well as the importance of the latter, since it controls the lighting under which they will display themselves. If there is any objectivity at this stage of investigation of reality, it can only be evinced through the subjective synthesis that associates the framing and the light; the latter may be either natural or artificial; in that case, it is set up for the requirements of experimentation.
Because they are framed within a certain setting, phenomena partake of a new signification, they acquire a meaning through (and for) the gaze. Besides, the framework represents a certain visual angle. It turns its content into an image, thus making it property of the picture and not of the operator who so to speak.
hides behind his work. In so far as it has a spatial relation, set 1) Karl Popper, 1984. La logique de la découverte scientifique, Payot, Paris, p. 111. within a particular duration, it is more valuable than the work which presided its apparition, and it displays a meaning that is appropriated in differentiated ways which refer to collective levels of sensibility and intelligibility. An image which carries a supra personnal meaning is endowed with symbolic significations; more than the motif it expresses, it is the style, the shaping through the play of the frame and the lighting which gives it a kind of "superiority", a symbolic force through which its materiality is seized again as a model or a pattern, as a link between nature (the Heideggerian "Bestand.") and the culture though which man recognizes himself in the form of things, exercises his ascendancy over them and imprints on them the mark of civilization.
What is common both to the practice of science and to the creative progression of the artist takes root in the imaging faculty (the capacity for building mental patterns the talent for designing a model) and in the dynamism of the image, its material density coupled with its psychic amplitude. To talk about an epistemological propinquity between social aesthetics and the imaginary, is to put in evidence the condensation of psychic energy on the material object, that assemblage of forces which display the universe as a spectacle in perpetual metamorphosis (F. Nietzsche). Thus we have the right to consider an aesthetical paradigm for the sciences and indeed to pave the way for aesthetical and comprehensive epistemology. Here we will limit ourselves to its adjustment to sociology.
Apart from the difficulties inherent in the edification of a Localities, Vol. 4 scientific knowledge, Human sciences are confronted with a complexity which defines them as "imprecise", "imperfect", very truly human. This complexity encompasses consciousness, action and desire, dream and unconsciousness, will and feelings. The exploration of this whole set of elements can hardly accommodate with the oblivion of the cultural contexts, of the world visions and their processions of images and myths, which day after day shape the horizon of knowledge.
Lastly, we come across a perspective, originated in the end of the XIX th century, of which Georg Simmel, "A Monet of philosophy" (G. Lukacs) was the pioneer; in a most audacious manner, this approach captures the two previous possibilities, even if it does not proceed to any specific development. Its purpose is to integrate the aesthetical categories within the description of social facts, to unveil the artistic and playful order in daily life, and to qualify the notions and "concepts" that may account for it.
It also inaugurates an essayistic sociology.
This position oscillates between two extreme poles: explicative comprehension -erklarendes verstehen (Max Weber)-and the radical criticism of psychoanalytic and/or Marxist inspiration (G.
Lukacs, Th. Adorno, and L. Goldmann). As a special field within sociology, it belongs from now on to the history of that discipline.
The two other positions are directly linked to a debate, the interest of which goes far beyond the ambitions of sociology: 1: Epistemological: What are the conditions of validity of an intuitive knowledge in a sociological demonstration. Is the subjective apprehension of social reality an obstacle to society's intelligibility? 2: Philosophical: the meaning of "being together", of collective experience, being the main goal of Human sciences, subjectivity should not be confused with subjectivism or with a withdrawal within the inner self, which is an individual sentiment. Sociology cannot escape being conceived as a social field of phenomenology and with it appears the idea that society is a world which is deeply rooted in the cultivation of the senses and the sensations. However, if we postulate that society is a phenomenal structure (the accords of minds, as described by August Comte, the intersubjective communication of Habermas); the problem of an ontological superiority that values one system of representations or ideas at the expense of a rival, leads towards the creation of a social hermeneutic based on the "eidetic reduction 2 ", which is thought like a prolegomena to empirical consciousness. 3: Historical: the combination of the phenomenological and hermeneutic approaches now takes a decisive turn. There can be no answers suggested by it that are not the cause or consequence of unresolved issues. The historical signification of an event is indissociable from the shared experience and the temporal modalities of the actors of that given situation. This "truth" is only valuable as memory, testimony; nevertheless, the transmission 2) For E. Husserl eidetic concerns the essence of things and not their presence or their existence. Eidetic reduction substitutes the consideration of essence to that of experience, as the latter is commonly understood.
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of meaning is hardly reducible to its amnesic sedimentation, because it becomes the object of a work of interpretation-in the analytical sense of the word (latent vs. overt content). Finally, the relation Tradition and History is based on the tension between hermeneutics (the language and symbols which carry the meaning) and phenomenology, which explores the feelings and representations of the historical actors. History, as phenomenological, is here defined as a "psychic process" 3 . Now, one must capture the essence of the psychic to distinguish it from the physical and therefore come back to the eidetical science in order to free historical temporality from historicism and its univocal laws. The historicity of social phenomena is a state of temporality within consciousness. It enables a historical being to transcend his/her situation as a historical being to no longer exactly coincide with it, and therefore look at the historical reality like a text to be interpreted, like a territory with opened and branched out meanings. It is this inadequation of the historical being with him/herself that essentially targets him/her as being submitted to a psychical activity, the products of which are partly potential and partly actual. But the transition from the potential to the actual, and vice versa, covers the path from the subject to the object. Action is a potentiation; the object is a potentiality, the subject, an Benjamin then enlightens us on symbolic realism, of which Paris during the Second Empire furnishes an example with four ideal types: la vie bohème, the stroller, the player and modernity. Re-evaluating this multiplicity of social times, and its poetic honing, leads to admitting a metanoiac dynamism, 8 a convergence of emotions, a poignancy of intersubjectivity in communicational activity, which radically relativize rational imperatives and determinist logic in the adventure of groups and human communities.
In this way we can' understand that desire, childhood memory or This sensitivity finds its image-embellished expression in allegory, whose function is to "recollect" the complicity of man with creation, to metamorphose merchandise into a collector's object, to transfigure the stroller's street or neighborhood. The "recollection"
comes from melancholy and turns against it, paradoxically it opens consciousness to the perception of the aura of things and places and invites considering these not as relics issued from a defunct experience but rather as "fragments or components of 
